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Working group  

Protecting vulnerable groups. A focus on the dimensions of education, youth and communication 

in the fight against discriminations towards Muslims at the local level 

(Simultaneous translation ENG/ITA will be provided for this working group) 

 

Description and objectives of the working group 

The role of cities and local governments in promoting diversity, cohesion and inclusion in their local 

communities is crucial. Most vulnerable groups, including Muslim communities, are often at risk of 

exclusion and marginalisation. Inclusion policies at local level may have tremendous impact by 

offering i.a. easy and accessible ways to report episodes of discrimination and racism, or inclusive 

measures related to the delivery of basic services such as in the areas of public transport, education 

and social services. The focus of the ECCAR annual conference on education, youth and 

communication offers three important lenses through which identifying effective practices and 

policies at the local level. The working session will be open to participants from civil society 

organisations and is co-organised with the European Commission, Directorate General for Justice and 

in particular the team of the Commission Coordinator on combating anti-Muslim hatred. Through a 

participatory approach, the objective of the session is to identify tools and common approaches to 

foster inclusion and non-discrimination of Muslim communities in cities, and to collect operational 

measures and concrete actions in the field of outreach and communication, community involvement 

(in particular younger generations), and efforts in the area of awareness raising, education and 

campaigns. 

 

 

 

 

  



Outline of the working group 

The workshop focuses on the three dimensions of the general conference: education, youth and 

communication. We intend to operationalise these three dimensions and connect them with the key 

objective of this working group i.e. inclusion and non-discrimination of vulnerable communities, in 

particular Muslim communities. 

The objective is to reach consensus among participants on some useful tools / approaches / 

initiatives that cities could undertake to foster inclusion ethnic/religious groups and tackle 

discrimination. 

The three dimensions can be further elaborated as follows, with a range of questions that may let 

good practices, and their tools and solutions emerge: 

Education (broad definition, including training)  is the “field” of action. Questions could be, i.a.: 

 What level of education are we looking at? Primary, Kindergartens, Secondary, vocational 

training, lifelong learning 

 What aspects of education? Food in schools, teaching, extra-school activities, public service 

delivery (e.g. public transport) 

 Which actors operating in education? Teachers, educators, school operators, principals etc. 

 

Communication  This is the “means” of our action. Questions could be, i.a. 

 What kind of communication? Awareness raising campaigns by city government? 

Consultation with communities? Communication as offices for reporting episodes of 

discrimination? 

Youth  This is the “main target group” of the initiatives developed. Questions could be: 

 Young people as recipients/target groups of actions (e.g. information or awareness raising 

campaigns)?  

 Young people agents of change? (e.g. initiatives in schools carried out by young people or 

consultation mechanisms for youth / exchanges etc) 

 

Format: 

The total duration of the working group is 4 hours. We propose to split into two building blocks: one 

of 2,5 hours with all participants and the remaining 1,5 hours of discussion in two separate sessions.  

The first sessions of 2,5h will focus on identifying tools, challenges and methods for promoting 

inclusion and non-discrimination of Muslim communities. The separate sessions will be structured as 

follows: one meeting physically in Bologna will discuss about concrete application and opportunities 

of cooperation in the Italian context. The remaining group will keep the online discussion and reflect 

on concrete application of the tools in the respective contexts.  



There will be no formal presentation of the good practices. The cities that came forward with their 

initiatives will speak during the discussion about their own experience with respect to some of the 

questions under discussion in one of the three dimensions.  

Start - 15’: The moderator (TC) will provide guidance on the objectives and format of the working 

group discussion.  

Three sub-sessions of discussion of 30’ minutes each: one on education, one on communication, 

one on youth. This will last approximately 2h including some small breaks in between. In each there 

will be a moderator/reporter (Danijel, Aida, TC/Lucia?) that takes notes of the following: 

 Tools/solutions  

 Obstacles/problems that may be faced/Dilemmas 

We could consider splitting the different good practices in the three sessions where they fit best (e.g. 

Heidelberg could be in either youth or education) so they can intervene and present how they did it, 

what tools, solutions, etc.  

The reporter from each session will make a summary at the end of the key tools emerged. (full 

reporting as a follow up in the form of guiding toolkit). Then the group will be split as described 

above, and will focus on practical application. 


